In appearance the Necrons are skeletal parodies of living beings with swirling green energies emanating from their mechanical limbs and baleful lifeless emerald eyes.

May 5th, 2018

I'm really surprised that we didn't get a strategem that allows you to make reanimation protocol rolls for a unit that was destroyed during the last battle round. Maybe limited to warriors and immortals and maybe only in your deployment zone but still I would have just liked.

May 6th, 2018

The Necrons are a mysterious race of robotic skeletal warriors that have lain dormant in their stasis tombs for more than 60 million Terran years and who are the soulless creations and former servants of the ancient C Tan the terrible star gods of Eldar myth.

May 4th, 2018

The plot development of the Ultramarines and the other Codex Chapters allying with the Tau was cut at an early point leaving only an inexplicable entry in the 6th edition allies rules that was changed back for the next edition.

February 5th, 2018

ArabViking brings us a Thousand Sons Codex review. Check the Tactics Corner for more great articles and reviews. For this review I have shamelessly copied Reece’s rating system as it is the most straightforward system that I know of. Death to the false emperor. On every roll of 6 in close bat.

April 2nd, 2010

The Imperial Fists were the VII Legion of the original twenty Space Marine Legions. Their Primarch is Rogal Dorn. The Legion remained loyal during the Heresy after which it was reanised according to the Codex Astartes and divided into Chapters.

May 1st, 2018

Necrons have strong weaponry, high toughness, but generally very little mobility. They're also expensive as hell in points. Pre 5th edition Codex. Pre 5th edition the Necrons pettively were monobuild to all hell.

May 6th, 2018

A C TAN SHARD UNLEASHED UPON A HORDE OF TYPRANIDS A C TAN SHARD IS ALL THAT REMAINS OF THE ONCE MIGHTY STAR GODS OF NECRON ANTIQUITY THEY ARE NOW ONLY ECHOES OF THEIR FORMER SELVES SPLINTERS OF ENERGY THAT SURVIVED THEIR NECRON SERVANTS ANCIENT BETRAYAL AND WERE ENSLAVED IN TURN.

April 17th, 2018

I'm really surprised that we didn't get a strategem that allows you to make reanimation protocol rolls for a unit that was destroyed during the last battle round. Maybe limited to warriors and immortals and maybe only in your deployment zone but still I would have just liked.

April 4th, 2010

The Imperial Fists were the VII Legion of the original twenty Space Marine Legions. Their Primarch is Rogal Dorn. The Legion remained loyal during the Heresy after which it was reanised according to the Codex Astartes and divided into Chapters.

May 5th, 2018

In appearance the Necrons are skeletal parodies of living beings with swirling green energies emanating from their mechanical limbs and baleful lifeless emerald eyes.

May 6th, 2018

The Necrons are a mysterious race of robotic skeletal warriors that have lain dormant in their stasis tombs for more than 60 million Terran years and who are the soulless creations and former servants of the ancient C Tan the terrible star gods of Eldar myth.
May 6th, 2018 Deathwatch Stratagems Preview Stratagems to deal with every army The latest Deathwatch preview from Games Workshop''s 40K STRATEGIES AMP TACTICS

MAY 5TH, 2018 40K STRATEGIES AMP TACTICS REGARDLESS OF WHAT THE REST OF THE TAU CODEX IS LIKE THEY HAVE DONE ONE THING CORRECT – MADE IT VERY DIFFICULT TO CHOOSE WHAT SEPT WHICH MODELS FOR EACH SEPT AND WHAT WARGEAR STRATAGEMS DO YOU REALLY WANT''
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